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30 YEARS of saving butterflies, moths and their habitats in the West Midlands

Many thanks to our many
hard-working volunteers

30 Butterfly Walks
in the West Midlands

West Midlands site
guide on sale NOW!
Supported by

Branch member Andrew
Daw kindly contributed
this issue’s front cover
picture of a Comma –
and he has also
provided some superb
images for our latest
publication ʻ30 Butterfly
Walks in the West
Midlandsʼ to help
celebrate our 30th year.
This limited edition, fullcolour guide features
site maps showing the
nearest parking places,
opening times. access
conditions, key species
and where to find them,
and the best times to
visit. The 40-page
booklet will be available
at many of our
anniversary events
throughout the year.
Alternatively, send a
cheque for £5.95, made
payable to ‘Butterfly
Conservation West
Midlands Branch’, to:
Mike Williams,
2 Dewberry Close,
Stourport, Worcs.
DY13 8TB.
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Volunteer work parties by now will have hung up their brush cutters for
another season, after toiling throughout last winter and into early spring.
Your invaluable intervention on various sites will have a major impact
in the creation and restoration of habitats for scarce and vulnerable
species.
A big THANK YOU for all your hard work.
Here’s hoping the next few months will see an upturn in butterfly
fortunes across the country. It appears to look better so far, with spring
butterflies seemingly more numerous than in the same periods over the
past two spring washouts.
I have seen and received good reports of Peacocks, Orange Tips,
Speckled Wood and Green Hairstreaks in the first part of April, and a few
encouraging records of Small Tortoiseshells. Your records of the latter
species will be especially welcome over the next couple of years to
ascertain if the noted national decline continues – or will the butterfly
make a come back? Perhaps the winter’s really cold snap helped kill off
some of the parasitic fly (Sturmia bella) which has colonised the UK in
the past few years, and has been proven by research scientists to have
plagued our lovely Torties! Some populations of this little butterfly have
been wiped out, and average losses of over 50% have been noted in most
counties.

New reserve in Herefordshire – official opening
I am very happy to announce that Dr Martin Warren (below), the
Society’s Chief Executive, and Maurice
Avent, our national Chairman, will officially
open Ewyas Harold Meadows Reserve,
Herefordshire on Sunday 17th May 2009.
The event will start at Ewyas Harold
Memorial Hall (B4347 Pontrilas Road, HR2
0EL) at 11.30a.m. then move on to the
reserve.
Please contact me before 10th May if you
are going to attend, as we need to arrange the
catering and transport logistics. Tel. 01902
344716.
Company limited by guarantee, registered in England
(2206468)
Registred office: Manor Yard, East Lulworth,
Wareham, Dorset BH20 5QP
Charity registered in England & Wales (254937) and
in Scotland (SCO39268)

Chat from the Chair
THIS YEAR’S MUST HAVE !!!
To complement the Branch’s 30th Anniversary, Roger Wasley has produced
a fabulous booklet entitled 30 Butterfly Walks in the West Midlands, with
suggested walks provided by Branch enthusiasts, giving locations where you
can look for most if not all of the butterfly species to be found in the Region.
I thoroughly recommend this booklet to members, and urge you to purchase
a copy to support the Branch.

Happy snapping
Dave Grundy wants a volunteer(s) to accompany him snapping Oak
branches in the Wyre Forest on a date to be arranged with the volunteer(s). This
is not an act of vandalism and has Forestry Commission permission for this
seemingly radical conservation initiative, which provides essential wilting leaf
clusters in which the Common Fanfoot
pupates.
After training, the volunteer(s) would be
asked to contact the Rangers at Consall Nature
Park, Consall Forge, Wetley Rocks,
Staffordshire (Tel. 01782 550939) to put the
training into effect, in order to provide suitable
conditions at this SSSI for this rare moth.
Volunteer(s) are requested to contact Dave
for more information. Please contact him by
Tel. 0121 446 5446, or by e-mail:
dgcountryside@btinternet.com

By David Jackson

Data inputter(s) urgently required
Your record submissions continue to play a
very important role, and Nigel Stone is still
seeking a willing volunteer(s) to either take
over/assist him with record inputting.
If anyone has spare time to help with this
invaluable task please contact him. Tel. 02476
335189 or by e-mail: njstone@hotmail.com
You can download a copy of a Butterfly
recording form from our Branch Website.
And, just a reminder – the West Midlands Regional Action Plan, can also be
viewed on our website: www.westmidlands-butterflies.org.uk
30th Anniversary events are happening in your county, please support us –
we would love to see more members at organised events – families are welcome,
and you don’t have to be an expert!

Tree-mendous effort:
the snapped branches
of an Oak and, inset
left, the Common
Fan-foot moth.
(Dave Grundy)

11 Hyperion Drive, Penn, Wolverhampton WV4 5QW.
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Pearls of Wisdom

Middle England still has
fairly decent
populations of the Small
Pearl-bordered Fritillary.
(Photos: Roger Wasley
and Andrew Daw)

By David Jackson
It’s late May in a hot sunlit woodland ride. A Tree Pipit’s spiralling notes fill
the air as the bird descends like a paper aeroplane in a helix from the blue sky
to land out of view somewhere in the leafy branches of a nearby Silver Birch.
Some distance away a Cuckoo repeats its name.
Out of the corner of my eye an orange and lemon flame flickers against the
flowers of a solemn blue Bugle spike. Infuriatingly, the butterfly perches with
its wings fully open. But which ‘pearl’ is it?
Middle England still has fairly decent populations of both spring fritillaries.
Shropshire, Herefordshire and Worcestershire can boast both Pearl-bordered
Fritillary and Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary populations at discreet locations.
Staffordshire has its isolated colonies of Small Pearls, but lost its pearls not
only to boundary machinations, which took part of the Wyre Forest out of Vice
County 39, but the remaining county populations were sadly lost sometime in
the early 1950s.
The national decline of the Pearl-bordered Fritillary is of major concern to
conservation organisations and butterfly enthusiasts alike. It is one of the UK’s
most rapidly declining species of butterfly, and is now considered threatened in
England and Wales. There has been a monitored decline of around 89% in the
past 25 years alone!

Habitat management is critical
The West Midlands Branch and its partners can never be complacent, as
specific habitat management work is critical to the survival of these species.
At present though we can trumpet successes on a national scale, as whilst
the Pearl-bordered Fritillary has been lost from other English counties over past
decades, thanks to the strenuous campaigning efforts of people like Frank
Lancaster in the Wyre, Jeff Andrews in Herefordshire, and the continual
devotion to conserving these insects by our own Queen of Fritillaries Dr Jenny
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Joy ( I know full well Jenny will cringe at this title) over the last two decades, with the incalculable assistance
of the Forestry Commission, other conservation partners and volunteers at work parties, their combined efforts
are seeing positive outcomes for the Pearl-bordered Fritillary across our region. Small Pearls, too, are also
benefiting from such efforts.
The old adage ‘The Fritillary follows the woodman’ resonates even more loudly today than ever before, as
without the correct habitat management, which sometimes requires radical measures, we too might lose these
precious creatures. The decline in coppicing is the major cause of suitable habitat loss, also some bracken
habitats have deteriorated due to abandonment or over grazing. Threats also come from loss of suitable habitat
and woodland regeneration schemes.

Try this useful ID tip
The late Phil Hopson once bestowed his butterfly wisdom to me in a casual remark. He told me that he could
identify a perched Small-pearl bordered from a Pearl-bordered with its wings open by the numbers 730 on the
leading edge of the forewing of the Small – try this useful ID tip, it really does work.
When the butterflies perch with wings closed the Pearl has only two large silver ‘pearls’ and a row of several
outer pearls on the edge of the underside to the hind wing, also reddish chevrons(as opposed to black on Small
Pearls) around the pearl spots on the edge of the hind wing.
The Small Pearl has several whitish pearl markings on the underside hind wing, and flies slightly later than
the Pearl in different habitat.
Pearls are generally on the wing between late April until late June, whilst Small Pearls usually appear from
late-May until mid-July (emergence dates do vary).
Both species are very selective in their requirements and require good populations of wild Violets
particularly Marsh and Common Dog Violet, food-plants for their caterpillars.
Pearls require a mosaic of bracken and grass and sunny rides with good nectar sources. The caterpillars like
to bask in the micro-climate of Bracken brash.
Small Pearls require wet flushes and marshy areas with Marsh or Common Dog Violets, and associated
marsh loving plants like Ragged Robin and Marsh Thistles on which to nectar.

Midlands Fritillaries Project Officer
The Society has recently appointed Nick Williams as Midlands Fritillaries Project Officer to help conserve
fritillaries at eight important areas in the Midlands. His principal duties will be to train and support volunteers,
and co-ordinate surveys, and to liaise with landowners and partner organisations on habitat management. The
Branch wishes Nick every success, and we will fully support him with his endeavours.
Branch members can actually be wise after events, as continual intervention by conservationists, volunteers
and partner organisations should ensure that these wonderful butterflies can survive in their regional
strongholds.
If you wish to look for Fritillaries in the region,
you can find specific locations in the Branch’s latest
publication 30 Butterfly Walks in the West
Midlands.
References: Fox et al - The State of Britain’s
Butterflies 2001, Butterfly Conservation, CEH and
JNCC; BC’s Regional Action Plan for the West
Midlands compiled by Jenny Joy and Mike
Williams, July 2008. (posted on the Branch
website); BC Species Factsheets – on the National
BC website (www.butterfly-conservation.org)
Combined efforts are seeing positive outcomes for
the Pearl-bordered Fritillary across our region.
(Andrew Daw
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This panorama shows the area of Ewyas Harold Common cleared by BC volunteers in Winter 2008/09 to
support the extension of the breeding habitat for the Pearl-bordered Fritillary. (Gavin Woodman)

Update on Ewyas Harold Reserve/Common

By Ian Hart

During the Winter 2008/09 six working days were undertaken by BC volunteers
on the Reserve and the adjacent Common. A large area of scrub on the Common
was cleared adjacent to known breeding areas for the regionally important
Pearl-bordered Fritillary, the intention being to expand both the breeding and
nectaring habitat.
Thank you to the many volunteers who supported this work, some of whom
travelled large distances from as far as the Birmingham conurbation and Wales.
There was also a party from Worcester and environs who spent a working
weekend at Ewyas Harold, staying in a local hostelry. This was very successful
and we hope to repeat this next Winter.
In 2008 there were a maximum of 72 Fritillaries recorded on the Common
in a single monitoring visit and many of these nectar on the adjacent BC
Reserve. The colony has been relatively stable over the last decade, and by
clearing further areas we hope to expand the colony and create flyways between
the different breeding areas on the Common.
The plan next Winter is to further expand shrub clearance, particularly along
the northern south-facing boundary to the Reserve which is very sheltered and
has great potential for colonisation by both Fritillaries and other species. Please
do make a note in your diaries for the first work party in the Autumn which will
be held on Saturday 19 September, meeting at 10.00am at the Abbey Dore
entrance to the Common.
The Reserve itself now has two
new 12 foot entrance gates and
adjacent supplementary gates/stiles
for pedestrian and disabled access,
all part financed by Natural
England.
Arrangements for the Reserve
opening are described on Page 2 of
this edition of The Comma and we
look forward to welcoming
everyone to this very attractive part
of the Herefordshire countryside.
Pearl-bordered Fritillary.
(Andrew Daw)
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Early moth trapping at Uffmoor Wood
While high season for moths is high summer, some species are only on the wing
well outside that period and as soon as we are into the New Year it is necessary
to keep a close watch on the weather if the early species are not to be missed.
Any unseasonably warm nights in January or February will see a mass
emergence of Spring Usher and Pale Brindled Beauty and, in good habitat,
counts of these species in the moth trap can easily reach three figures. If, like me
this year, you miss those first mild nights then you may struggle to see them at
all.
The earliest I managed to get out moth trapping with good weather was on
March 11 when I visited Uffmoor Wood in north Worcestershire with Alan Prior.
By this time the peak for these early species was long gone so a handful of Pale
Brindled Beauties and a solitary Spring Usher were considered a bonus
amongst our 23 species. However, we did manage to coincide our session with
the peak emergence of March
Moth,
counting
188
individuals in my three traps,
and the early micro Tortricodes
alternella, 102 moths.
After a winter break it is
wonderful to see these
common early moths again and
if you struggle with late nights,
as do I, then you will
appreciate the fact that you can
have 4 or 5 hours trapping and
still be home before midnight!

By Patrick Clement

Right: The cryptic markings
of the Spring Usher are a
real treat for early moth-ers.
(Photos: Patrick Clement)

Tortricodes alternella can be seen in big numbers.

March Moth is wonderfully camouflaged.
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Is it a Wasp or is it a Clearwing?

By John Petyt
Lunar Hornet Moth
adults are rarely seen,
but can be found
freshly emerged on
willow trunks.
(John Petyt)
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To many people, the general perception of a moth is of a drab brown insect
fluttering around a lamp and being most unwelcome. The truth is that moths are
very diverse in form and some are as colourful as the gaudiest butterfly.
One group of moths stand out from the rest in that they closely resemble
wasps in appearance and behaviour. The two larger members of the group are
the Hornet Clearwings, stout rather plump moths, with a wingspan 15-20mm,
and striking wasp-like bodies of a size similar to that of a Hornet but deeper
yellow in colour.
The majority of the group numbering no more than a mere 12 are much
smaller and daintier resembling solitary wasps. As the name suggests,
Clearwing moths have transparent narrow wings, the hind pair being broadest,
and are held away from the body at rest. The few wing scales they have on
emergence are mostly lost during their first flight, but have dark bands or
blotches near their wing tips, sometimes reddish in colour. Prominent dark
veins radiate the full length of the wing and the trailing edge is decorated with
a fringe of hairs.
The abdomen is narrow and black and may have bands of white, yellow or
red, similar to a resistor used in electronic circuits. The tip of the abdomen is
brush-like dipped in yellow or red.
When trying to distinguish Clearwings from wasps there are several pointers
to look for. In social wasp species the waist is very narrow and pinched at the
union between thorax and abdomen, also, wings are folded longitudinally when
at rest – not so in moths, head and eyes are also much larger in wasps.
Like wasps and flies, clearwings are very active during daytime and are
dependant on sunshine. They are rarely seen as adults, flying mostly high up
amongst branches of trees in order to attract a mate. Occasionally you may
encounter one sunning itself or nectaring at low levels, but they are easily
disturbed and soon buzz off.
The larval stage is as curious as the adult, being maggot-like and almost
white. They feed internally in stems, trunks and upper roots of trees and shrubs.
Poplar, Oak, Willow, Birch, Alder and a variety of fruit trees are colonised,
inflicting serious damage to infected plants as the tunnelling larvae eat their
way through conducting tissue for two years before emerging as adults. A few
species prefer to feed inside stems of low plants like Thrift, Bird’s-foot Trefoil
and Dock.
Freshly cut stumps of Oak or Birch attract egg-laying females and present
an opportunity to search for signs of habitation. Ejected frass, or empty pupae
cases sometimes stand proud, in numbers, indicating that the adults have flown.
Moth enthusiasts attract and record moth species after dark using a special lamp
that emits ultra violet light, a form of light many moths can’t resist. Clearwings
are not attracted this way as they are day flying and rarely seen, being underrecorded as a result. Science has come to aid of the recorder in the form of a
man made pheromone, which is suspended in proximity of the food-plants
during the flight period of May to August. This has proved successful in
increasing the records of clearwing moths as males arrive in hope of finding a
mate.
There at best 14 species in Britain and as many as 1,000 worldwide.
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WCBS - Appeal for volunteers
By David Jackson
Can you help to survey our declining ‘commoner’ butterflies on two days in July
and August to visit a grid square and make two 1km walks in good weather to
record? If so, please contact me for more information, so that I can forward you
a Survey Guidance Sheet etc. (My details are on Page 23 of this edition).
The survey is being organised by BC and the Centre for Ecology and
Hydrology in partnership with the British Trust for Ornithology.
By taking part in the Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey (WCBS) you will
be helping to record a random representative picture of the status of butterflies
in widespread habitats such as farmland, urban areas and the uplands.

Setting up and marking a route
You may need to obtain permission from the landowner if surveying off
public rights of way, and it is important that permissions are given.
If you are surveying a square it will be necessary to fix a survey route
through the square. The route should be two parallel 1km long survey lines
across your chosen square (running N-S or E-W); that are subdivided into ten
continuous 200m sections numbered 1-10. More information is on the Guidance
Sheet you can obtain from me, and from the last edition of The Comma.
The squares we need volunteers to survey are:
SJ6205 Leighton, Shropshire
SJ3300 Hemford (Hope Valley), Shropshire
SJ6513 Shawbirch/Dothill, Shropshire
SJ6921 Tibberton, Shropshire, Shropshire
SJ9520 Walton-on-the Hill, Staffordshire
SK2206 Wigginton, Staffordshire
SO3769 Newton/Birtley, Herefordshire
SO3986 Edgeton/Basford, Shropshire
SO4436 Kingstone/Arkstone Common, Herefordshire
SO4733 Tram Inn/Kinvernol, Herefordshire
SO5419 Trewen, Ruxton Green, Herefordshire
SO5990 The Leath/Ruthall, Shropshire
SO6554 Bromyard/The Knapp, Herefordshire
SO9064 Droitwich Spa, Worcestershire
SO9888 Langley/Portway/Causeway Green, West Midlands

Book now for free Welsh Clearwing training event
Friday June 26 at 10.00am
Sherwood Forest Country Park

The Welsh Clearwing is one of the UK’s rarest
moths and has now been found in Sherwood
Forest. As part of BC’s Moths Count project,
Dave Green will give an insight into the
species’ history, ecology and conservation
needs. We will also visit likely looking places
within the Country Park in an attempt to see
this elusive creature. Tel 01929 406009 or
email nmrs@butterfly-conservation.org

Calling
potential
recorders in
the Black
Country
The branch is
making a big push
this year to verify the
current spread of
Green Hairstreak
and Dingy Skipper in
the Black Country,
both of which are
local BAP species.
Any member who
wants to get involved
please contact
Richard Southwell on
01384 397066.
Particular attention
will be given to the
following areas:
Gornal,Wolverhampton, Wednesbury,
Tipton, Rowley Regis
and Halesowen. Also
in the summer
particular attention
will be given to the
Essex Skipper after
its influx last year
and discovering new
areas for Marbled
White now it has
reached Sedgeley
Beacon.
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News round-up • News round-up
Paddy hands over at Monkwood
Paddy Harrison has handed over the reins of the ancient woodland site at
Monkwood Nature Reserve, jointly owned by Butterfly Conservation and
Worcestershire Wildlife Trust, after 11 fruitful years as manager. He has been
succeeded by George Groves, who took over on May 1. Reflecting on his time
in office, Paddy said:

“

Paddy Harrison:
What a wonderful

time I have had!
Working for Butterfly
Conservation and
Worcestershire
Wildlife Trust has
been such a
rewarding
experience.

George Groves:

I am very excited at
taking over as
manager from Paddy
Harrison, who has
done a superb job
and will do my best
to continue his hard
work.

10

When we moved to Worcestershire in 1994 I was delighted to discover a
woodland nature reserve at the end of our road – Monkwood. I could not have
foreseen that four years later I would be appointed manager. Now after 11 years
I have decided to hang up my boots and retire!
And what a wonderful time I have had! Working for Butterfly Conservation
and Worcestershire Wildlife Trust has been such a rewarding experience. I came
to the wood with a life-long interest in the world of nature – I grew up on the
edge of the New Forest – but absolutely no experience in conservation or
woodland management. It was a steep learning curve. Birding had always been
a major interest with me. Now I found I needed to know more about
invertebrates, plants, fungi and, sure enough, knowledge came and enriched my
experiences. I also had to learn to be aware of the dynamics of woodland
management, coppicing, to be able to look at the woodland landscape and see
how it was doing, what needed attention, rather like a gardener watches over his
plot. I suppose I have only really scratched the surface of what there is to be
learned but I feel I have gained a great deal.
Now, for the first time in my life, I had my own “patch” to work. I had never
realised how rewarding that can be. Other reserve managers may have found,
as I did, that it in these circumstances it can be all too easy to become overproprietorial and protective, “What are you doing in my wood?” kind of
attitude. But that passed and I found that meeting and talking to the people who
visit the wood has become one of my great pleasures.
What are my best memories? There are so many but some perhaps stand out:
the sudden discovery of a Buzzard’s nest in 2000; the old queen Hornet in 2002
making her slow way down the tree as she left the nest and went off to die, her
work done; the surprise of the Yellow-winged Darter in 1996; the splendour of
the Wood Anemones this spring. And, of course, the butterflies; if I have a
favourite memory it is of the grace and beauty of the White Admirals each
summer.
There is, of course, a down side to the job – the perennial litter, dog dirt,
vandalism, but, for the most part, the time I have spent in the wood has been
unalloyed pleasure. I owe much of this to the people, in Butterfly Conservation
and Worcestershire Wildlife Trust and elsewhere, who have helped me over the
years, working with me on work parties, imparting expert knowledge and
generally supporting me and the wood. For that I will always be grateful. Now
I hand over to George Groves who has long been a supporter of BC and the
Trust and knows Monkwood well. I wish him every success; my sincere hope
for him is that he finds the job as enjoyable and rewarding as I have.

”

George Groves has been a member of both the Worcestershire Wildlife Trust
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News round-up • News round-up
and Butterfly Conservation for many years. He has been a local group chairman
of WWT and also on the main board. He started to attend work-parties in
Monkwood about 10 years ago and joined the committee about eight years ago.
George said:

“

Not only has it been very enjoyable but also very interesting to see the wood
change through our management over the years from being dark and overcrowded with trees to what it is today. Rides have been opened up and plots have
been extensively coppiced. The wood is now very much lighter resulting in
more wild flowers and is more butterfly friendly. If you take a walk around
today you will see what I mean as last year’s coppicing in one section has
resulted in the appearance of a carpet of wood anemones.
Despite our efforts, there are always issues that need resolving. The Wood
White population has dwindled over the past couple of years and we need to find
ways of increasing numbers. I am very excited at taking over as manager from
Paddy Harrison, who has done a superb job and will do my best to continue his
hard work.

”

West Midlands Branch chairman David Jackson added:

“

I’m sure all members of the Branch would like to extend their grateful thanks
to Paddy for his tremendous work at Monkwood over the past 11 years.

”

George Groves
Myrtle Cottage, Main Road, Ombersley, Worcestershire WR9 0EP.
Tel: 01905 620721 or 07989 474045.

G’day for
The Comma
Every day’s a g’day for
ex-pat Angus Moir who is
seen catching up with
butterfly and moth-ing news
from the West Midlands as
he reads The Comma on the
Cairns Esplanade in
Queensland. Angus is wellknown to many Butterfly
Conservation members and
is now working hard to
expand his Australian lists.
So how far does your copy
of the newsletter travel?
(Photo: Duncan Dine)

A Yellow Horned moth
trapped on March 7 at
Chaddesley Wood.
(Dave Grundy)

Keeping
in touch

For those with access
to the internet, two
chatsites have been
set up in the region,
one for butterflies and
the other for garden
moths. These are
designed for members
to share information
about species they
see, ask for help with
ID problems for
moths, display photos,
and publicise events
and activities. The
sites are by invitation
only and they are
closed groups so no
spam! If you are
interested in joining
contact John Bryan for
garden moths at
Johnpbryan15@aol.
com and Mike
Williams for butterflies
at
mike@stagborough.
fsnet.co.uk
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Hartlebur
By Mike Southall

White-line Dart.

Mike leads visitors across the Common.

Hartlebury Common is one of the best examples of a
lowland, dwarf-shrub heath in the West Midlands. The
Local Nature Reserve is a SSSI, covers 90 hectares or
200 acres, and is managed by Worcestershire County
Council. It is mainly sited on blown sand and old river
terraces, and shows some of the best examples of
inland blown sand dunes in the country. This has
created areas dominated by heather with open sandy
patches. There is also a small acid bog, the county’s
only example of this type of habitat. Hillditch pool and
coppice, and the Rush pool add diversity to the site.
Historically, the site has been a magnet for naturalists,
with botanists and entomologists particularly drawn.
Alongside rare plants a wide variety of invertebrates
are found including rare flies, beetles and spiders.
Several recent recording events have helped to
confirm the site’s importance for moths and butterflies.
A recording day in early August of last year produced
an impressive 19 species of butterfly, including Brown
Argus and Purple Hairstreak. Small Copper was
also present in good numbers and an abundance of
Skippers and Browns.
Green Hairstreak has been recorded on the site,
but not recently.
Several moth recording events have been held in
recent years which have produced some fascinating
results. These events have been held in different

12
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months to cover different species’ flight periods. Many
of the specialist species were found in good numbers
alongside the more widespread species.
The distinctive Archer’s Dart was found to be the
second commonest moth in the traps one August night
after Large Yellow Underwing. This stunning moth
has a scattered distribution along the coast of Britain
with only very local heathland sites inland. With the
heather in full flower August is a good month to record
with Heath Rustic, White-line Dart and True
Lover’s Knot also on the wing. Another heathland
specialist is the Dotted Border Wave an example of
which was netted at dusk in July, at its only Midlands
locality. A late-May event of last year produced several
female Fox Moth and one male. It was interesting later
in the year to find the large fly called Tachina grossa,

ry Common
Small Copper.
(All photos:
Mike Southall)

Dotted Border Wave.

Archer’s Dart.

on ragwort. The larvae of this fly parasitise the hairy
larvae of the Fox Moth.
Some of the moth species can be seen during
daylight hours. These include the Emperor Moth,
Common Heath and Beautiful Yellow Underwing.
The Emperor Moth males fly rapidly in late April and
May sunshine looking for the females, but you have to
be lucky to see one.
Amongst the micro moths more than double figures
have only been recorded regionally on the common.
Several of these are usually found on sandy coastal
habitats.
Over recent years the Common has become more
overgrown with trees and scrub. This is a natural
process and not desirable for the wildlife dependant on
a more open heathland habitat. The lack of traditional

grazing and wood gathering, combined with limited
management resources, has contributed to the current
situation. Two years ago a Hartlebury Common Local
Group was formed. This group has helped to clear the
bog and the Rush pool of invading scrub and willows
during fortnightly winter work parties.
The County Council, together with Natural
England, have an ambitious plan to fence the Common
and introduce grazing in the form of a small herd of
Shetland cattle. The proposal is at the planning stage at
present. Hopefully, this will address some of the
management issues and also enhance the public’s
enjoyment of the popular walking venue.
The next moth recording session is scheduled for
20 June. We shall be meeting at 9.30pm in the usual
‘goal post’ car park along the Worcester road. Join us!
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Notes on photographing Hairstreak eggs

By Tony Moore

White-letter Hairstreak
egg on Wych Elm.

Having recently upgraded to a DSLR (Sony A350) from a compact, I thought I
might pass the ‘non-butterfly’ months more quickly by trying to photograph
some overwintering eggs.
I was lucky enough in 2008 to find 20 or so White-letter Hairstreak eggs
and wondered if I could manage the same good fortune with the Purple
Hairstreak. In the event, Purple Hairstreak eggs proved to be much easier to
locate. Search south-facing, lower branches of Pedunculate Oaks, preferably on
the south side of a wood. They are usually nestled amongst the terminal buds
and appear quite clearly as tiny white dots. If you fail to find any in 10 minutes
or so, change trees!
I include a second photo of a Purple Hairstreak egg that has apparently
been attacked by some sort of parasite – leaving the empty eggshell with a neat
exit hole (any ideas, anyone?).
The White-letter Hairstreaks were much more difficult. Despite several
hours of diligent searching, I was only able to locate one egg this year. I then
extended my searches to Brown Hairstreaks and, with some accurate direction
from our Brown Hairstreak Champion, Mike Williams, managed to find several
eggs at Grafton.
The accompanying photographs were taken using an A350 with 65mm of
extension tubes and a Sigma 105mm macro lens. This was supplemented by a
Metz ring-flash, which enabled me to stop down to f11 or so. A tripod and cable
release are also essential. With such close and critical focusing, an adjustable
slide on the tripod head is a great help; a pocketful of clothes pegs will also be
useful to pin back surrounding vegetation!
Altogether, it proved to be a very agreeable way of passing several
otherwise dull winter days. Good luck and please let me know – via The
Comma – how you get on!

Parasitised PH egg – typically on Pedunculate Oak.
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A Brown Hairstreak egg on Blackthorn.

My 1951 quest for the Blue Underwing moth
Until the early 1980s when I moved to Dorstone in Herefordshire, I lived near
Bromley in Kent and most of my collecting and recording of Lepidoptera was
from South East England.
As with most people, certain events remain in the mind long after they
happened – for instance, in 1947, parts of the North Downs were yellow with
Clouded Yellow butterflies – they seemed to be everywhere, I can recall one
field of purple clover which appeared to have butterflies on almost every plant.
In late October I still had bred specimens emerging.
In August of the same year the lovely little geometrid moth, The Vestal
(Rhodometra sacraria) was abundant in most fields of corn stubble.
However, on looking at my early records, I think my most thrilling time
came in 1951. I had heard and read about the Blue Underwing or Clifden
Nonpareil (Catocala fraxini) in Ham Street woods near Ashford and on 13
September I decided to see if I could find it. Having no car I took my bicycle
and a one-man tent, plus food to last me till next morning, and caught a train
from Bromley to Ashford and then cycled the six or so miles to Long Rope
Wood in Ham Street.
I arrived at my destination around 5.20pm and had the wood to myself for a
time. Having rested for a while I sugared a round of about 50 trees by which
time it was almost dark. At about 8.00pm I did my first round and found very
few moths, mainly Large Yellow and Copper Underwings. Unfortunately, as I
was making my way back to my tent, it began to rain and continued for two or
three hours. Depressed that all the effort I had made to get there might be wasted
I decided to make another round before trying to get some sleep. As expected
hardly a moth was to be seen until almost at the end of the round there was a
large moth on the sugar – my first thought was that it was a Red Underwing
until the quivering wings opened slightly to reveal blue hind wings. Gently
bringing my net up near the insect I managed to capture it.
On examining my prize later I found it was rather a worn specimen but I
thought probably female and with luck it might lay a few ovae before it died.
On my return home I placed the moth in a breeding cage with aspen twigs
and some muslin. After three days it was released having laid nearly 250 ovae.
Of these around 160 were passed to local entomologists.
The retained ovae were over-wintered
in a tin in my garden shed and began to
hatch on 1 May continuing until the 15th.
The larvae were fed on aspen which I
collected from the local golf course with
their kind permission. A tea chest with
dead leaves and peat in the bottom served
as a pupating cage and the first imago
emerged on 11 August – what a thrill!
Nearly all the pupae hatched in the
next few days and then my close friend
and neighbour, Michael Chambers-Hunt,
drove me back to Ham Street where we
had the great pleasure of releasing these
beautiful insects into the woods.

By Ray Birchenough

Above: Clouded
Yellow.
(Patrick Clement)
Below: The
beautifully marked
Blue Underwing.
(Kurt Kulac,
Wikipedia)
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Mexico’s Magical Monarchs by the Million
Buenos dias! Welcome to the land of tequila, guacamole and the speed bump!
Vallee de Bravo, our first stop outside Mexico City. What was that flash of
brilliant red? A Vermillion Flycatcher darting around the avocado trees.
Blackbirds with a brilliant red wing bar. Even the finches were red! Suddenly,
another large blackbird type flew into view, but what a tail! Out of proportion:
it must be a grackle.
Temperature: warm enough for butterflies, but would they ever settle? Cries
of Fatima and Julia! Were we on a pilgrimage? Clouds of orange butterflies
erupted out of the sandy soil, only to disappear once they landed. Had a brief
view of an absolute cracker – a Starry Cracker perhaps? – at the base of a
large tree. Big, bluish and mottled.
We lunched at a site close to a hydroelectric scheme; quite hot, 25ºC or so.
By Bob Hall
Large spectacular stripy butterflies in view and nectaring – Zebra Heliconids.
Previously, Julia or was it Juno, both closely related
Nymphalidae, both bright and orange. Then, in a
forest clearing, a huge white butterfly, flying
erratically, just like a Barn Owl. Glimpses of white,
then nothing as it disappeared behind the vegetation:
The Giant White, Ganyra Josephina. No mistaking
Josephina with Julia or even Fatima!
Finally the hors d’oeuvre was over. The next day,
we journeyed to the Mariposa Monarch site. The
weather was cool and overcast. Eventually, we saw
what looked like thousands of dead leaves hanging
torpid from the Oyamel fir trees. Many corpses on
the forest floor, victims of the cold, and with bodies
eaten by the local mice. Perhaps 100,000 on each
branch, maybe 10 million in this patch alone. A
magical experience: mass migration at its most
Above: a solitary male Monarch (Danaus plexippus)
amazing, a Majesty of Monarchs. But how do so
and, below, thousands cling to the trees.
many arrive in the same place? What mystery of
(Photos: Mike Williams)
science guides them? Are they sun worshippers, like
the Aztecs, or are they attuned to the Earth’s
magnetic field? Next day, another site, El Rosario;
this time we were lucky, blessed by sun: many
hundreds of the Monarchs flew, bright orange wings
glistening. Numbers even greater than yesterday:
millions of insects hanging in huge clouds, after
their amazing journey from the States.
After the Monarchs we left Tlalpujahua and set
off for Patzcuaro. We stopped for lunch and saw the
White-eared Hummingbird, unmistakeable with its
white mask. Bananas just outside our hotel window,
bougainvillea in flower. A magical day as we visited
Arroyo Frio, a secluded wooded valley with
waterfalls tumbling over the cliff faces high above
the valley floor. Magnificent butterflies all day:
whites, oranges and swallowtails being prominent.
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Gulf Fritillary (Mike Williams)

Mike caught and identified a Leading Red Ring, a
superb insect, White Admiral-like, but with a
greenish tinge to the white bar. Also Blomfild’s Beauty, brilliantly spotted by
Peter in a willow tree, and eventually identified. Cryptic coloration on the
underside made it difficult to work out the orientation, but the insect was feeding
on tree sap. Above us, the Turkey vultures wheeled impressively on the
thermals.
We travelled, west again, this time reaching Uruapan. We found large
swallowtails flying around at the bottom of the park. One obliged for photos, the
appropriately named Magnificent Swallowtail. We visited Tzararacua Park, a
steep descent down to fine waterfalls. Another brown skipper sunned itself on a
stone: what a Fantastic Skipper, Vettius fantasos.
Further west through Michoacan province, Paricutin still smoldering after 65
years, layers of black basalt distorting the land, heaped up in great ridges.
Finally, at dusk, the twin towers of a church at the hamlet of San Juan
Parangaricutiro standing out from the lava, and abandoned in 1952.
Late the next day, with afternoon sun behind us, we stopped at Lagunas de
Sayala. A deafening noise from the shallow water hyacinth-filled swamp: frogs.
The lagoon was alive with birds. A Caspian Tern hunted and dived gracefully for
fish. White Pelicans, Green Herons, Black-crowned Night-herons all took their
feeding chances. A Loggerhead Shrike darted out from an electricity wire, and
back: grey head, long tail. As dusk started to fall, thousands of starling-like birds
swept over the reeds, and then dived down and disappeared. These were Yellowheaded Blackbirds. We stopped again, a short distance away at a disused stone
fishing jetty. Nighthawks appeared as if from nowhere, scissoring through the
sky with sharp pointed wings, hunting dusk-flying insects. Nightjar like, but 10
minutes later, the flying show was over: appetites sated, the Nighthawks
disappeared as mysteriously as they had come.
After a brief stop in Guadalajara, we flew to La Paz in Baja California.
Excellent birding by the side of the bay: Brown Pelicans flying in numbers and
decimating the local sardine population; the pterodactyl look-alike, the rather
sinister-looking frigatebirds and gulls: Yellow-footed, Western, California,
Heermann’s, Ring-billed, Herring, Laughing. Thank goodness for Tony
Simpson, our resident expert birder. In addition we had brilliant views of
Marbled Godwit, Whimbrel, Spotted Sandpiper and Willet. We also had a brief

Leading Red Rim
(Mike Williams)

Blomfild’s Beauty.
(Peter Bygate)

Stand to attention for
the Queen!
(Peter Bygate)
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Roosting Monarchs
at Sierra de
Chincua.
(Mike Williams)
A Gray Whale
emerges from the
shallow waters of the
San Carlos channel.
(Mike Williams)

view of Costa’s Hummingbird, which, incredibly,
Peter Bygate managed to photograph.
The next day we crossed from the east side of the
peninsular to the west coast. The landscape was very
arid, and we passed through plenty of cactus desert.
On reaching the coast, to the north of Baja
Magdalena, we enjoyed a magical two-hour trip in
the sea lagoon. Good views of Gray Whales and
their calves, very difficult to photograph of course so
plenty of sea shots taken. It was quite humbling to
think of the huge journey these mammals undertake,
without feeding, until they again journey north and
reach the icy waters off Alaska.
Our final day was spent whale, bird and butterfly
watching. Fewer whales seen today, as we headed
south down the inlet. We hugged the mangrove
swamp on the edge of the extensive sand dunes, and
had excellent views of the ubiquitous Brown
Pelicans and cormorants. Then a bird with a very long bill: it just had to be the
Long-billed Curlew, quite a rarity. Our fisherman guide landed us onto a low
sandy island. There were a surprising number of butterflies nectaring on the
plants: the West Coast Lady was identified, and a brief glimpse of a Painted
Lady. More skippers, hairstreaks and even a pair of Queens mating in mid-air,
although they proved difficult to photograph.
Our return journey to La Paz provided excellent views of Ospreys. Many
were nesting on the tops of the wooden poles used to carry the electricity cables
across the desert. Special platforms had been built to accommodate them. They
were difficult to tell apart from the Crested Caracara which too was found in the
desert.
Our cactus expert, Dr Dave, went walkabout amid
the cacti, and merged perfectly in to the background.
A final supper in La Paz was preceded by some
health-giving margueritas.
Many thanks to Mike Williams for organising such
a brilliant trip. Also to Eric Miranda, our Mexican
guide, for looking after us so well and providing
magnificent food, comfortable accommodation and
transport. I must also mention Alfredo and Alberto,
our assistant guide and driver respectively.

Silver-banded Hairstreak. (Peter Bygate)
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Dates for your diary
May 2 (Saturday) - Chaddesley Wood moth recording
Meet at Jubilee Gate (GR: SO914736) 7.30pm. Contact: Mervyn Needham 01562
777461 or Alan Prior 0121 778 2973.
May 8 (Friday) - Wyre Forest moth recording
Meet at 7.00pm. Contact: Dave Grundy 0121 446 5446.
May 9 (Saturday) - Training day in the Forest of Dean
Training day on Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary habitat assessment in the Forest of
Dean (part of the Midland Fritillary Project). Contact: Dr Jenny Joy 01952 249325.
May 13 (Wednesday) - Saltwells NR
Orange Tip on Lady’s Smock on April 19.
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
Joint walk with Dudley Council and the Urban Wildlife Trust to survey for breeding sites and
suitable habitats for the local priority species Dingy Skipper and Green Hairstreak. Meet at
10.30am in Saltwells NR car park (GR: SO934868) which is signposted off the main road just east of Merry
Hill Shopping Centre. Bring packed lunch and a drink. Contact: Richard Southwell 01384 397066.
May 16 (Saturday) - Introduction to moths and moth recording
Marden Village Hall, Hereford, from 10.30am - 4.00pm. The workshop will start with a PowerPoint
presentation on moth identification and recording for beginners, as requested by the Herefordshire Moth
Group. This will be followed by demonstrations of recently-caught moths and of appropriate literature
including a discussion of delegates’ aspirations and how they can help with Moths Count. It may also be
possible to set up a trap overnight nearby and examine the contents before the main part of the event begins.
Contact: the Moths Count team on 01929 406009 or nmrs@butterfly-conservation.org
May 17 (Sunday) - Ewyas Harold Meadows Reserve official opening
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
The reserve will be officially opened by Dr Martin Warren, BC Chief Executive. Please check
branch website for details.
May 23 (Saturday) - Butterfly identification for beginners
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
A free training day for beginners and for those who can identify many of the forest butterflies but
who want to learn more. Tutors will be Mike Williams and Rosemary Winnall. Wyre Forest
Visitor Centre, Callow Hill. Contact: Mike Williams 01299 824860.
May 23 (Saturday) - Moth trapping: Clent Hills, near Bromsgrove, Worcestershire
West Midlands BC & National Trust. Meet at 9pm. Contact: Tamsin 01562 712822 or email
Tamsin.mosse@nationaltrust.org.uk
June 6 (Saturday) - Chaddesley Wood moth recording
Meet at Jubilee Gate (GR: SO914736) 8.30pm. Contact: Mervyn Needham 01562 777461 or Alan Prior 0121
778 2973.
June 12 (Friday) - Wyre Forest moth recording
Meet at 8.00pm. Contact: Dave Grundy 0121 446 5446.
June 14 (Sunday) - Marston Green butterfly walk
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
Meet at 10.30am in the reserve car park in Brooklands Way (GR: SP175855). Target species:
Small Heath. Contact: Peter Salmon 0121 779 7535 or 07906 400980.
June 20 - 28 (Saturday - Sunday) - Garden Moths Count
Moths Count is the biggest moth project of its kind in the world. Whether you are new to the
wonderful world of moths or a knowledgeable enthusiast, Moths Count gives you lots of
opportunities to take part. Contact: nmrs@butterfly-conservation.org
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Dates for your diary
June 20 (Saturday) - Prees Heath Common Reserve
Meet at 8.30am. Silver-studded Blue emergence. Details as February 18.
June 20 (Saturday) - Butterfly identification for beginners
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
A free training day for beginners and for those who can identify many of the forest butterflies but
who want to learn more. Tutors will be Mike Williams and Rosemary Winnall. Wyre Forest
Visitor Centre, Callow Hill. Contact: Mike Williams 01299 824860.
June 20 (Saturday) - Hartlebury Common Moth Trapping
Joint event with Hartlebury Common Local Group at 9.30pm. Meet at Goal post car park on Stourport –
Crossway Green road (GR: SO822703). Contact: Mike Southall 01299 251467.
June 22 (Monday) - South Shropshire training day
Training day on Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary ID and monitoring by timed counts (part of the Midland
Fritillary Project). The location will be south Shropshire. Contact Jenny Joy 01952 249325 for more details.
June 27 (Saturday) - Monkwood Nature Reserve butterfly walk
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
Meet at 10.30am at the reserve car park (GR: SO804606) fopr a 2-3 hour walk. Target species are
White Admiral and Wood White. Contact: Paddy Harrison 01905 641523.
July 4 (Saturday) - Trench Wood butterfly walk
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
Meet at 11.00am in the reserve car park (GR: SO930588). Contact: Mike Williams 01299
824860.
July 4 (Saturday) - Joint mothing with the RSPB at Sandwell Valley Nature Reserve
Meet at 9.00pm until late. Booking essential. Off Tanhouse Avenue, Great Barr, Birmingham. Contact: David
Jackson 01902 344716.
July 4 (Saturday) - Chaddesley Wood moth recording
Meet at Jubilee Gate (GR: SO914736) 8.30pm. Contact: Mervyn Needham 01562 777461.
July 8 (Wednesday) - Prees Heath Common Reserve work party
Meet at 10.30am. Ragwort clearance. Contact: Stephen Lewis 01743 340721 or 07900 886809.
July 10 (Friday) - Wyre Forest moth recording
Meet at 8.00pm. Contact: Dave Grundy 0121 446 5446.
July 12 (Sunday) - Babbs Mill butterfly walk
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
Meet at 10.30am. Turn into Fordbridge Road. Ignore the first sign for Babbs Mill car park and
take the first exit at the small roundabout. The car park is on the left by the lake (GR: SP166879).
Target species: Purple Hairstreak. Contact: Peter Salmon 0121 779 7535 or 07906 400980.
July 12 (Sunday) - Grafton Wood butterfly walk
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
Meet at the Three Parishes Hall, Grafton Flyford, at 2.00pm. Target species are White Admiral
and Silver-washed Fritillary. The walk will take about two hours and there will be refreshments
available in the hall afterwards. Contact: John Tilt 01386 792458.
July 12 (Sunday) - Prees Heath Common Reserve
Meet at 2.00pm. Silver-studded Blue and heathland re-creation walk.
July 12 (Sunday) - Lower Smite Farm, Worcs., moth identification course
Worcestershire Wildlife Trust official training event from 10.00am - 4.00pm (GR: SO750740). There will be a
charge. Contact: Dave Grundy 0121 446 5446.
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July 15 (Wednesday) - Knapp & Papermill Nature Reserve butterfly walk
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
Meet at 2.00pm at the Knapp car park (GR:SO751521), hoping to see White Admiral, Marbled
White and a few other species.
July 18 (Saturday) - White-letter Hairstreak Foray
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
Baggeridge Country Park, near Wolverhampton. Meet at 10.30am outside the Vistor Centre.
Contact: David Jackson 01902 344716.
July 18 (Saturday) - Prees Heath Common Reserve work party
Meet at 10.30am. Ragwort clearance. Contact: Stephen Lewis 01743 340721 or 07900 886809.
July 18 (Saturday) - Butterfly identification for beginners
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
A free training day for beginners and for those who can identify many of the forest butterflies but
who want to learn more. Tutors will be Mike Williams and Rosemary Winnall. Wyre Forest
Visitor Centre, Callow Hill. Contact: Mike Williams 01299 824860.
July 25 (Saturday) - August 2 (Sunday) - Save our Butterflies Week
July 25 (Saturday) - Training event: Moths of traditional orchards
Herefordshire Nature Trust offices, Lower House Farm, Ledbury Road, Tupsley, Hereford, HR1 1UT. 8.00pm
- 12.00 midnight. The workshop will start with a PowerPoint presentation on moth identification and recording
at a more advanced level than for beginners, lasting about 2 hours. This would focus on moths associated with
ancient orchards, a characteristic habitat of Herefordshire, covering both common and scarcer species,
including those on the UKBAP list. The indoor session will be followed by outdoor activity at a nearby orchard
including dusking etc if the weather is appropriate and from approximately 10.00pm onwards light-trapping
and identification of the catch. Contact: the Moths Count team on 01929 406009 or nmrs@butterflyconservation.org
August 1 (Saturday) - Chaddesley Wood moth recording
Meet at Jubilee Gate (GR: SO914736) 8.00pm. Contact: Mervyn Needham 01562 777461 or Alan Prior 0121
778 2973.
August 5 (Wednesday) - Prees Heath Common Reserve work party
Meet at 10.30am. Ragwort clearance. Contact: Stephen Lewis 01743 340721 or 07900 886809.
August 9 (Sunday) - Annual blackthorn bash
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
Meet at 10.00am at Grafton Flyford Church (GR: SO962557) for our annual blackthorn
management day for the Brown Hairstreak butterfly followed by refreshments and search for
adult Brown Hairstreaks. Please wear old clothing and arrive on time as we will be driving on to another nearby
location. If weather is suitable, this event will be preceded by an early morning visit to an assembly tree to try
to spot male Brown Hairstreaks. Contact Mike Williams 01299 824860 the day before for more details if you
are interested.
August 14 (Friday) - Wyre Forest moth recording
Meet at 7.30pm. Contact: Dave Grundy 0121 446 5446.
August 16 (Sunday) - Shobdon Hill butterfly walk
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
Meet at 11.00am at The Covenhope parking area (GR: SO407643) for a two-hour walk. Targets
are Silver-washed Fritillary and grassland species. Contact: Robin Hemming 01568 797351.
August 22 (Saturday) - Bats in Monkwood
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
Meet in the car park (GR: SO804606) for a 2-3 hour walk led by Stephen West. Bat detectors will
be available. Good footwear, warm clothing and a torch recommended – and please, no dogs.
Charge: £1 adults; 50p children. Contact: George Groves 01905 620721.
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Dates for your diary
August 29 (Saturday) - Chaddesley Wood moth recording
Meet at Jubilee Gate (GR: SO914736) 7.30pm. Contact: Mervyn Needham
01562 777461 or Alan Prior 0121 778 2973.
August 30 (Sunday) - Brown Hairstreak Day
West Midlands 30th anniversary event
Meet at 11.00am at the Three Parishes Village Hall (GR: SO962557) for
morning walk in search of Brown Hairstreaks followed by homemade
lunches and refreshments back at the village hall. Contact Mike Williams
01299 824860.
September 11 (Friday) - Wyre Forest moth recording
Meet at 7.00pm. Contact: Dave Grundy 0121 446 5446.

Lunar Marbled Brown at Chaddesley
Wood on April 4. (Alan Prior)

September 12 (Saturday) - Monkwood moth night
Meet at 7.00pm in the reserve car park on minor road between Sinton Green – Monkwood Green
(GR: SO804606). Contact: Mike Southall 01299 251467.
September 18 and 19 (Friday - Saturday) - National Moth Night
September 19 (Saturday) - Ewyas Harold Reserve/Common work party
Meet 10.00am. Details as February 28.
October 3 (Saturday) - Chaddesley Wood moth recording
Meet at Jubilee Gate (GR: SO914736) 6.00pm. Contact: Mervyn Needham 01562 777461.
or Alan Prior 0121 778 2973.
October 4 (Sunday) - Monkwood work party
Meet at 10.00am at the reserve entrance on the Sinton Green / Monkwood road (GR: SO804606). Contact:
George Groves 01905 620721.
October 11 (Sunday) - Grafton Wood work party
Meet at 10.00am at Three Parishes Hall, Grafton Flyford (next to the church) just off the A422 Worcester /
Stratford road (GR: SO963557). Contact: John Tilt 01386 792458.
October 17 (Saturday) - Ewyas Harold Reserve/Common work party
Meet 10.00am.
October 17 (Saturday) - Fungus foray at Monkwood
Meet at 10.30am in the reserve car park (GR: SO804606) for a walk led by Diana Bateman. Charge: £1 adults;
50p children. Contact: George Groves 01905 620721
October 18 (Sunday) - Chaddesley Woods work party
Meet at 10.00am. The location varies. Contact: Mervyn Needham (warden) 01562 777461.
October 25 (Sunday) - Trench Wood work party
Meet at 10.00am at reserve entrance on the Sale / Dunhampstead road (GR: SO929588). Contact: Neil McLean
01905 795381.
November 1 (Sunday) - Monkwood work party
Meet at 10.00am at the reserve entrance on the Sinton Green / Monkwood road (GR: SO804606). Contact:
George Groves 01905 620721.
November 7 (Saturday) - Chaddesley Wood moth recording
Meet at Jubilee Gate (GR: SO914736) 4.00pm. Contact: Mervyn Needham 01562 777461 or Alan Prior 0121
778 2973.

Copies of the new 30 Butterfly Walks in the West Midlands guide will be on sale at all of our
30th anniversary field meetings, marked in the diary pages with the special logo.
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Moth-ing in the Wyre Forest

By Dave Grundy

You may be aware that the 2009 Wyre Forest Moth Group field meeting
season has already started! Our meeting dates are as follows (always on
the second Friday of the month): 8 May (7.00pm); 12 June (8.00pm);
10 July (8.00pm); 14 August (7.30pm); 11 September (7.00pm). Meet at
the Wyre Forest Visitor Centre Car Park (Grid ref SO750740) to drive
along forest tracks to the trapping site, all welcome.
I hope you can make it along to join me on one or more of these
survey dates. As usual we will be meeting in the Forestry Commission
Visitor Centre car park – follow the brown tourist signs to find the place.
You are welcome to come along with your own trap or/and generator and,
of course, you are very welcome with no trap at all. You may go home
when you want to, but some of us will be there until late!
It is a special privilege that we are allowed into the Wyre Forest under
permit into what is a forestry operation area. This forest has a Lepidoptera
species list of 1,206 species which is the third largest species list of any
site in Britain! Included in this list are many species of national
importance.
This privilege won’t necessarily continue every year, so these visits
might not be possible in 2010 in the same way. So, I hope you will be
keen to take advantage of this opportunity to visit this amazing mothtrapping site in 2009. Please come in old clothes and stout footware.
Bring a snack and hot drink with you – and don’t forget a torch.
Some of our 2008 events were poorly attended and if this continues
then we might not be able to carry on past 2009. So show your support by
coming along!
Dave Grundy,
Tel: 0121-446-5446, Email: dgcountryside@btinternet.com

Above: Moth-ers in convoy as they snake their
way through the Wyre.

Right: The aptly-named
Orange Moth is a speciality of the Wyre in lateJune and July.
(Photos: Patrick Clement)
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